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Optimal Design of Discrete Time Preview Controllers for
Semi-Active and Active Suspension systems

IljOODg Y OUD *
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Gyeongsang National University

In this paper, modified discrete time preview control algorithms for active and semi-active
suspension systems are derived based on a simple mathematical 4 DOF half-car model. The
discrete time preview control laws for ride comfort are employed in the simulation. The
algorithms for MIMO system contain control strategies reacting against body forces that occur
at cornering, accelerating, braking, or under payload, in addition to road disturbances. Matlab
simulation results for the discrete time case are compared with those for the continuous time case
and the appropriateness of the discrete time algorithms are verified by the of simulation results.
Passive, active, and semi-active system responses to a sinusoidal input and an asphalt road input
are analysed and evaluated. The simulation results show the extent of performance degradation
due to numerical errors related to the length of the sampling time and time delay.
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Nomenclature -------------
a : Distance from right suspension mount

ing point to mass center.
b : Distance from left suspension mounting

point to mass center.
b-, b, : Damping coefficients of suspensions
fl, f2 : Real or hypothetical body forces
I : Moment of inertia
k r l , k ll : Spring constants of suspensions
kr 2, kl2 : Spring constants of tires
M : Mass
m- : Mass of right side axle with tire
m, : Mass of left side axle with tire

Subscript
: left side

r : right side
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1. Introduction

Applications of advanced technologies to auto
mobile suspension systems contribute to improve
the qualities of vehicle dynamic motion with
respect to ride comfort, safety in handling, and
maintaining the height of the car body. Various
innovative types of suspension systems have been
studied for the purpose of improving vehicle
dynamic motion. When a new suspension system
is to developed, an important consideration is to
keep the effective distance of the suspension
stroke constant regardless of the passengers'
weight, payload, or aerodynamic forces in order
to preserve the designed suspension functions.
The implementation of active or semi-active sus
pension systems for practical production and
actual usage needs to satisfy various requirements,
such as sensors with precise measurements,
actuators with fast response, advanced control
technologies, low cost, among others. A vehicle
traveling on an ordinary straight road usually
requires negative force to absorb the force
impacted by road elevation. The variable damper
in a semi-active suspension system which pro-
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(1)

duces only negative force is able to improve the
ride characteristics in vehicle dynamics as wel1 as
the active system does, because the actuator
mainly needs absorption force while the vehicle is
traveling on the normal straight road. However,
the vehicle when accelerating, braking, or corner
ing has to react against tilting forces or moments.
The reaction force to control the attitude motion
of the vehicle is the positive force that supplies
energy. These facts mentioned above mean that
the capabilities of semi-active suspensions
control1ed by variable dampers are limited
because the attitude motion control of a vehicle
needs energy, whereas variable dampers do not.

In this study, the approach is as fol1ows. First,
the discrete time preview control algorithm is
selected as the most reasonable preview control
algorithm for the purpose of real time simulation
in the HiL(Hardware-in-the-Loop) system. The
discrete time preview control algorithm for SISO
systems is derived in (Tomizuka, 1976), while the
algorithm in this study is derived differently for
applications to MIMO systems. Secondly, simula
tion using the algorithm applied to a half car
model, a MIMO system, is performed and anal
yzed. The computer simulation results on a front
half-car model with active or semi-active suspen
sions through the application of attitude control
and MIMO control which cannot be investigated
by a quarter car simulation are evaluated and
analyzed. The various computer simulations are
carried out by means of the continuous time
algorithm and the discrete time algorithm, and the
consistency is proved by the comparison of one
result with the other, justifying the derived dis
crete time preview control algorithm. Passive,
active, and semi-active system responses to a
sinusoidal road input and an asphalt road input
are compared and evaluated. In addition, the
effect of preview information usage is also
evaluated. The observation of the system perfor
mance error according to the length of the sam
pling time shows that the length of the sampling
time is limited to I msec to neglect the numerical
error and the time delay caused by hardware or
computation time.

2. Formulation and Controller Design
for the Continuous Time

Active System

For the computer simulation, a 4 DOF mathe
matical simple model is utilized. When passengers
or payload are loaded or the car is cornering,
accelerating, or braking, the real or hypothetical
body forces, 11 and 12, applied to mounting points
occur. For instance, the body forces at cornering
can be calculated by the vehicle speed and the
angle of the steering wheel. The dynamic equa
tions of motion for the given system are as fol
lows:

Mz:e=/ l+Ir+12+Il
io= (/1+ I;) a+ (/2+ Il) b
mr:Zl = - kr2(ZI - Z<n) - Ir
mdi2= - kl2(Z2- Zo2) - Il

where

Ir=krl(ZI-Ze-aB) +br(Zl- ze-a8) +Ul
Il=k ll (Z2-Ze+ b8) +bl(Z2- ze+bfJ) +U2

For the actual implementation, the system
dynamic states that must be measured or estimated
have to be selected by the control designer after
considering the possible sensors applicable to the
system and the control variables. In this research,
the state vector and the disturbance input vector
which contains road velocities and body forces
applied to mounting points are defined as

X=[ze+a8-zl> Ze, ze-b8-z2, 0,
Zl- ZoI, ZI, Z2- Zo2, z2F

W=[ZOI, Z02, II> 12F (2)

The performance index (or objective function)
to be minimized with respect to ride comfort,
handling, and allowable suspension stroke is
given as

J 1· 1 rT
[ . 2+ . 2+ 2+ 2+ 2=J!!22T)o X2 PIX4 P2Xl P3X3 P4X5

+P5xh P6UI+ P7u~Jdt (3)

The weighting constants (p's) which are multi-
plied by the variances of tire deflections, suspen
sion deflections, body center heaving acceleration,
and body rolling angular acceleration are deter-
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and

(11)

where the values of the given matrices include
the first order terms only in Taylor's series expan
sion :

The Hamiltonian is defined as follows :

3. Formulation and Controller Design
for the Discrete Time

Active System

Xt=[zci+a8i-zli , ZCi' zCi-b8i-z2i,

8i, ZIi-ZOli, ZIi' Z2i-Z02i' Z2iY

W\=[ZOli' Z02i' f,i, f2ir (10)

where xl=x(iLlt) and LIt is the sampling time.
The Linear state space difference equation for

the system is represented by

The optimal control laws are derived for gen
eral MIMO systems with preview control where
we assume that the matrix Al is asymptotically
stable and preview information about distur

bances {Wj, j E [i, i +NpJ}, where NpLlt is the
preview time and i represents the present state,
can be obtained through estimation or measure
ments by the preview sensors, such as a sonar
sensor, a ultrasonic sensor, a laser beam. The
problem given is to determine the optimal control
gain which minimizes the objective function fa

within the range from 0 to Ndt while satisfying
the constraint dynamic equations :

I I N-I

fO=2x~PfxN+2~[xJQxl+2xJnut

+2xJN2w I + 2wJM ,ul+ WJM2Wt +UJRUi]
(12)

n=+(xJQx1+ 2xJN,UI+2xJN2Wt

At the i-th time instant (iLlt) , the discrete time
state vector and the disturbance input vector are
defined as follows :

which makes use of the preview road or body
force information.

Looking at Eq. (6), if there is no preview
information, then r( t) =0. In that case the feed
forward part is ignored.

(9)

(4)x=Ax+Bu+Dw

f=lim 2
l
y (T{XTQX+2xTNIU+2xTN2W

T-oo )0

+2w™lu+wTM2W+uTRu}dt (5)

The control force vector which minimizes the
objective function is composed of three parts
which are calculated by the measurements of the
system states, road elevation velocities passed,
and the following:

usIt) = - R- '[ (NT+ BTP)x+ Mlwi-} BTr] (6)

where the positive definite solution p is
obtained by solving the following Algebraic
Riccati equation numerically:

Using the above Eps. (1), (4) and the defini
tion of the state vector (2), the objective function
can be expressed as a quadratic form involring the
state, disturbance, and control force vectors.

Ac=A-BR-'(NT+BTP) =An-BW'BTP
An=A-BR-'Nf, Dn=D-BR-'MT

The optimal control forces consist of a feed
back control part (-R- ' (NT+ BTP)x (t)), reac
tion forces against the body force (- R-'MTw
(t)), and a feed-forward part (-R-IBTr(t))

where tp is the preview time.
The continuous time closed loop system equa

tion is

where

mined by the designer based on experience, statis
tical data about the vehicle performance, and the
design requirements and specifications. The selec
tion of weighting factors are also related to road
surface condition, vehicle speed, whether, and the
selection of the differential equations required to
express the vehicle dynamic motion. The linear
state space vector equation for the system with
inputs, such as road elevation velocities, body
forces, and control forces, is represented as fol

lows:
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I IN-I T T
Ja=2X~PfXN +2f:i (H, - AI XI) + H, - ANXN

(14)

The objective function can be minimized by
setting LlJ=0, which has to satisfy the following
equalities with initial conditions Llxo=Lluo=O :

(28)

where

where Np=tpjLlt is the number of sampling
intervals by which the preview time is divided.
Using the P matrix and vector rb the optimal
preview control force UI can be determined as

Ut= - R-I[NI + BIAinT(P-Qn) [x,
- R-I(MI - BIAI;cNn) Wt- R-IBIAinTft

(29)

Xt= (Pt-Qn) -I (AInPt+IXI+1 + AInrt+l
+Nnwt-n) (22)

Plugging (22) into (20) and separating the

state variables yields

[I - Aln(Pt-Qn) -IAInPt+1+ BIR-IBIPt+dxl+l
= [A ln(PI- Qn)-lAIn - BIR-1BI]rt+l
- Aln(Pt-Qn) -In+[Aln(Pt-Qn)-lNn

+ Dln]Wt (23)

To satisfy the above equation for arbitrary Xt+l>
the following two equations must be satisfied:

1- Aln(Pt-Qn) -IAInPI+l + BIR-1BIPI+I=0
(24)

and ft=AIcrI+I+QcWt (25)

Substituting the control force (29) into the
system dynamic Eq. (I I), the closed loop system
equation is obtained as follows :

XI+I = [A ln- BIR-IBIAinT(P -Qn) [x,
+ [Din+ BIR-IBIAinTNn]Wt- BIR-IBIAinTrl

(30)

AIc=AIn- (P-Qn) AiriBIWIBL
Qc=Nn+ (P-Qn) AiriDln (26)

Assuming that Pl=Pt+1=P in steady state, the
algebraic Riccati equation can be obtained :

PAinl- (AIn+QnAiriB1R-IBDP
+ P AiriBIWIBIP - QnAiri=0 (27)

Observing Eqs. (7) and (27), The form of both
equations are identical. Therefore the P matrix
can be easily achieved by numerical methods
solving the algebraic Riccati equation for the
continuous time algorithm.

Arranging Eq. (25) in time series, it can be
modified as the following expression :

(16)

(17)
(18)

At=( ~~II Y, AN=PfXN, (~Ir=0

Condition (16) can be rewritten as

At=Qxt+Nlul+NzWI+AIAt+l' AN=PfXN
Ut= - R-I (Nlxrr Mlw, + BIAt+l)

where

D1n=DI- BIR-IML Nn=Nz- NIR-Il\tH

Rewrite Eq. (21)

In a continuous time system, the optimal con
trol force to minimize the objective function is
determined at the point satisfying the condition

dJ =0. However, in a discrete time system, the
dt
above condition is approximated by a Taylor's
series expansion ; that is, J (t + dt) = J (t)

+ dJ(t) Llt+ dZJ(t) Llt z•.• If the terms higher
dt dt 2 •

then first-order are ignored, the following rela-

tion LlJ = dd'f is obtained. The variation LlJ is
Llt t

expressed by LlXN, Llxo' Lluo' LlXb Llut :

+ 2WfMlut+ wfMzwl +U[RUI)
+Af+I(Alwl+BIUI+Dlwl) (13)

The objective function (12) can be written
using Eq. (13) as follows:

Since the system is linear, we can assume the
following equalities (Hac, 1992; Youn, 1992) :

At=PtXt+rl, AN=PfXN and rN=O (19)

Substituting Eq. (19) into (17) and (18), and
manipulating them yields

XI+I = AlnXI- BIR-1BI (PI+1XI+I +n)
+D1nWb xo=x(to) (20)

At=PtXt+rt=QnxI+ AInPI+IXt+l
+AInrI+I+Nnwb AN=PfXN (21)
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Fig. 1 4-DOF half car model

M=835[kg], I=910[m • kg], mr=46[kg],

(38)

(37)

a

. -UOt! ~O
x i(2j-I) - X i(2j+I)

-Uoij
. . 2 Vijmax

X i(2j~I) - X i(2j+l)

b

- Uoij otherwise
i i(2j-l)- i i(2j+I)

° if
Vijmax if

Vij=

5. Analysis of Simulation Results

The performance of a 4-DOF half car model
with passive, active, and semi-active suspension
systems is investigated through a Matlab simula
tion. The data for the parameters shown in Fig. I
are given below for the passive system and the

active system:

The optimal active control force u, is expressed
as a damping force - (diag VI) EXI' The strategies
to decide the optimal damping coefficients Vij U=
I, 2), where j = 1, 2 represent the right and left
side, respectively, are

the variable damper, v (t), then it will become a
semi-active suspension system model. The
bilinear state space difference equation for the
dynamic motions of the semi-active system is

expressed as

xl+I=Alxl-BI(diag VI) EXI+Dlwl (36)

[
0 1 0 a 0-10 OJ

where E= °I °_bOO 0-1

The continuously variable dampers can control
the damping force. Those damping coefficients
can vary within certain ranges as follows:

Np-I-2
n+!= 2:: (Afc) Np-I-j-2AfnP

i=O

(I + BIR-IEIP-I)DlnWNp_J_, (33)

and the closed loop system matrix is

A IC=A, - BI(R + EIPBI) -1 (Nl + BfpAI)
(34)

The closed loop system Eq. (35) corresponds
to Eq. (30) :

XI+I=AICXi- BI(R + BfPBI) -IBfn+!
+ [DI- BI(R + EIPBI) -IEIPDln]WI

(35)

In the simple model of Fig. I drawn for the
active system, if not replace the actuator, u (t), by

There are two important differences between
the two discrete time algorithms. The first one is
that the control force (29) computes ri while Eq.
(3 I) requires the computation of rHI' The other
difference is as follows. The structure of the
algebraic Riccati equation for discrete time der
ived above is the same as that for continuous
time. Therefore the solution of the algebraic
Riccati equation for the discrete time algorithm
can be obtained easily by an eigenvalue
eigenvector method or Schur's method.

4. The Determination of Damping
Coefficients for the Discrete
Time Semi-Active Systems

P=Qn+AfnPAln
- A1nlPBI(R + EIPB I ) -IEIPAln (32)

Where the vector rHI is given by

Tomizuka's solution for SISO systems is
modified as below for the purpose of application
to MIMO systems considering body forces. The
equations derived by the alternative method can
be compared with the equations derived above.
The control force (29) determines r, while the

following method requires rHI'

UI = - (R + EIPBI) -l[ (N]+ BfPAI) XI

+ Bfn+! + (Mf + EIPDI)WI] (31)

The P matrix which is required to compute the
control forces is solved by algebraic Riccati equa

tion :
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1°E~io~== ,~~ . . .
·.10

o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

O'E§~~o==:==~;=;;;;2
-0.1o ~ n, ~5 0.2 n~ ~3 ~~ M n~ ~5

if .; ....:.~~~, ;· ..·;··4
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

time (aec)

(a) Passive system
(length of sampling time= 10 msec.)

tJ?::';;~
a 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.30.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

05;;;~~j
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.-4 0.45 0.5

k:::S5i3-0.02
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

time (seC)

(c) Active system
(length of sampling time=2 msec.)

t~
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

rE;??5;;?1
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0,45 0.5

1;Z:S::?J
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 as

lime (S8C)

(b) Passive system
(length of sampling time=2 msec.)

t~~
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

G5;<=S;;;:i§
o 0.05 0.1 0,15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 04 0.45 0.5

lime (sec)

(d) Active system
(length of sampling time= 1 msec.)

(t:~?~~~~~4
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 OA5 0.5

ili~;;;~;J
-0.020:---:0::-.05=----:0'-=-.1---'0:-':.':-5---'0'=.2-0:-':.25=---:O'=.3-0:-':.35=---:'~4--:"0.4S 0.5

time (sec)

(e) Active system with preview 0.1 sec
(length of sampling time=5 msec.)

Fig. 2 When the sinusoidal road input of frequency 25 rad/sec. is applied to right side wheel, comparison of
discrete time with continuous time half car simulation result are shown above

ml=46[kg], krl=kll=26.4[KN/m],
kr2=kI2=184[KN/m], br=lOOO[Ns/m],
bl=lOOO[Ns/m], a=O.56[m], b=O.56[m]

In the case of the semi-active suspension sys

tem, br=200[Ns/m], bl=200[Ns/m] are used as

the minimum damping coefficients. The weighting
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if •~' 0::, : I
o ~1 Q2 0,3 n4 QS Q6 V 0.8 n9

H::~,~I

°t=~:' I
-0.020 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

t1m1(sec)

If~':-:3
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

;}- Q= :::'-' .
Q n1 ~ 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0,8 0.9

I] :.0: , : : : : I
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

_(sec)

(a) -solid line: response of active system
-dotted line: response of semi-active system
with continuously variable damper

(b) -solid line: response of active system
-dotted line: response of active system with
0.1 sec. preview road and body force infor
mation

Fig. 3 When the asphalt road input and body force are applied to one side wheel and mounting points of car
body respectively

factors in the objective function are selected for

the purpose of ride comfort as Pl=2, P2=P3=

1000, P4=Ps=IOOOO, P6=P7=0. In Fig. 2, the
discrete time simulation results according to sev
eral intervals of sampling time are compared with
the continuous time simulation results and
evaluated. The heaving acceleration and rolling
angular acceleration are shown in the upper part
of (a)-(e) in the Fig. 2. The middle part expres
ses the deflections of the right and left side suspen
sions. The deflections of the tires on both sides
are shown in the lower part. The tire deflections
are related to vehicle safety or handling, which
means that the dynamic vehicle is safer for smaller
changes in the ground gripping force. The numer
ical error caused by the length of the sampling
time (10 msec) in Fig. 2 (a) is almost eliminated
as shown in (b) when the simulation of the
passive system is performed with 2 msec sampling
time. For the active system, a simulation perfor
med with 2 msec sampling time still contains
numerical error due to a miscalculated control
force shown in (c). However, the response plots
in (d) suggest that the I msec sampling time
makes any discrete time simulation very closely
follow the continuous time simulation. As a
result, we can conclude that I msec is the sam
pling time limit for which the results are not
affected by numerical error. The 1 msec should

include any time delay caused by the sensors,
actuators, computation, etc. Real time simulation
requires one to accomplish the complete computa
tion for one step motion of the dynamic system
within one discrete time (1 msec). Recently, HiL
systems in which the dynamic simulation code
communicates and cooperates with parts of the
real system through electrical signals have been
studied as real time working problems in various
fields. HiL systems help researchers run and
evaluate the large systems in small research areas.
In Fig. 2 (e) , the preview control simulation result
performed with 5 msec sampling time almost
nearly follows the ideal simulation result. The
fact that the correct simulation result is obtained
for even 5 times larger sampling times with the
assistance of preview information shows the
potential of preview control.

The same result on discrete time preview con
trol has also been reported in Tomizuka (1976).

In Fig. 3, the road unevenness around the mean
value is described by a stationary stochastic proc
ess with spectral density

s (w)

where vo, the forward velocity, was assumed to
be 20 m/s, to is circular frequency, !J the standard
deviation of road unevenness and a=0.15m-1
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and (;2=9·1O-6m2 were assumed. The body forces
are applied to the mounting points as follows:

11 (t) = -2000b[ l-coS87r(t -0.15)]N at

0.155:::;;t:5:0.45

Izu) =2000a[l-cos87r(t -0.15)]N at

0.155:5: t:5:0.45

Using those asphalt road input and body
forces, the response of the vehicle model was
computed. Figure 3(a) shows the vehicle motion
response when vehicles with active suspensions
and semi-active suspensions are cornering on an
asphalt road. The active system responds well to
body forces while the semi-active system doesn't
overcome the rolling motion because the variable
damper cannot supply energy, but can only dissi
pate energy. This result implies that the limitation
of semi-active systems appears in attitude control.
The active preview control system in Fig. 3 (b)
performs extremely well with O. I sec preview
road and body force information.

6. Conclusions

Discrete time preview optimal control laws for
active and semi-active vehicle suspensions were
derived based on a simple half car model. MIMO
control algorithms contain preview control strat
egies to improve the response to body forces
occurring during cornering, accelerating, braking,
or under payloads in addition to road inputs.
These discrete time control algorithms were ver
ified by the similarity between the results of
continuous time simulations and those of discrete
time simulations with I msec sampling time. Two
achievements distinguished from the alternative
solution are as follows. In this derivation, r, is
required while the other solution reguires the
solntion of rl+1 and the structure of the algebraic
Riccati equation for discrete time solution is the
same as that for the continuous time solution. The
limited sampling time for the correct numerical
result is I msec for the given system in this study.
However, 5 msec sampling time is enough for
preview control simulation. From this research,
the fundamental limitations of semi-active sus
pensions are exposed when the vehicle is subject-

ed to body forces. The simulation results show
that the attitude control performance of semi
active suspension system is much worse than that
of active suspension systems.
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